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ABSTRACT

Developing More Efficient Mechanically Stabilized
Earth (MSE) Wall Reinforcement

By

Matthew J. Rahmeyer, Master of Science
Utah State University, 2015
Major Professor: Dr. James A. Bay
Department: Civil and Environmental Engineering
Creating a more efficient reinforcement for Mechanically Stabilized Earth (MSE)
Walls is important because it will reduce the amount of material needed to construct MSE
walls, and will reduce overall construction costs for companies and contractors.
This thesis explores four main geometries of metallic crimped and metallic
crossbar type reinforcement constructed with both, smooth steel and #4 rebar steel. Metal
round bar was chosen because, compared to metallic rectangular strip reinforcements,
there is less surface area in contact with the soil which will then reduce the amount of
corrosion loses. Throughout testing, it was found that crimped metal round bar was able
to produce the required pullout resistance but created too much extensibility (the amount
of length the crimps straightened). The reinforcement made with crossbars and metal
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round bar were found to produce the required amount of pullout resistance with little to
no extensibility.
(170 Pages)
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PUBLIC ABSTRACT

Developing More Efficient Mechanically Stabilized
Earth (MSE) Wall Reinforcement
The most common shape for metallic reinforcement in Mechanically Stabilized
Earth (MSE) walls is a rectangular strip. The amount of force required to pull the
reinforcement out of the wall versus how much steel is required is well balanced.
This study shows that a metal round bar can be altered, either by bending into
various geometries or welding into crossbars, and provide similar and sometimes higher
resistance to pullout than the rectangular strip. This was achieved while reducing the
weight per foot of reinforcement of steel required and providing cost saving benefits.
Matthew J. Rahmeyer
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Summary
A Mechanically Stabilized Earth (MSE) wall is one of several types of earth
retaining walls. Unlike gravity and cantilever walls, MSE walls utilize reinforcement
layered at different elevations extending into the fill placed behind the wall. This
reinforcement is attached to the facing of the wall, and provides the resistance required
for stability of the MSE wall. There are various types of reinforcing that are available
and they fall into two different categories, inextensible and extensible. Extensible
reinforcements are designed with lighter weight materials and tend to deform while
developing strength. These are generally made out of geo-synthetic materials such as
plastics or fabric. Inextensible reinforcements are made to not deform while developing
strength and consist of mainly metallic reinforcement such as metallic straps, welded
wire mats, and steel bars. This thesis investigated both extensible and inextensible
metallic reinforcements including straps, crimped round bar, and crossbar.
The focus of this thesis was to determine if a steel bar with a circular cross section
could be used to design a reinforcement that performed similarly to the rectangular strip
of a RECO strap that is currently the industry standard for metallic reinforcements. The
circular cross section was chosen because, with a similar cross sectional area to a metallic
strip, there is less surface area exposed for corrosion losses to occur. A circular cross
section bar would not provide adequate pull out resistance with a straight section alone.
Therefore, testing was performed utilizing both crimps and crossbars. The crimps were
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designed for extensibility and pullout resistance, while the crossbars were designed for
only pullout resistance. Extensibility in this thesis describes the ability of the crimps or
reinforcement to straighten during loading. The pullout resistance was measured in force
per length of reinforcement (pounds/foot), and was used as a comparative measurement
between the RECO strap and the round bar specimens used in this study.
After extensive testing in various soil types ranging from sand to gravel with a
variety of different reinforcement geometries for both crimped and crossbar specimens, it
was decided that a crossbar was the more practical choice. The crimped specimens all
developed adequate pullout resistance when compared with the RECO strap, but to do so,
required large amounts of extension. Extension will cause deformation at the face of the
MSE wall, or could ultimately lead to a failure if it is significant enough. The crossbar
specimens do not provide any extensibility of their own, but do generate more than
adequate pullout resistance when compared to the RECO strap.
On average, the final crossbar geometry performed similarly to the RECO strap in
a variety of soils and depths of embedment and for several cases the crossbar geometry
outperformed the RECO strap at low depths of embedment. The pullout tests show this,
and along with the reduced corrosion losses, demonstrates that a new reinforcement could
be used that would be more cost effective by requiring less amounts of steel reinforcing
per wall.
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1.2 Organization
This thesis is divided into eight chapters with each being dedicated to a specific
task or objective of the project. Chapter 2 contains a Literary Review that discusses
pullout resistance and a small section on wall design utilizing the AASHTO Simplified
method (AASHTO 2010). Chapter 3 contains a description of the test setup and
procedure, and Chapter 4 is a description of the varying soil types that the tests were
performed in. Chapter 5 is a description of the smooth crimped bars provided by Hilfiker
and that were initially tested. Chapter 6 and 7 describe the pullout testing and geometries
of the crimped and crossbar specimens respectively. Chapter 8 contains the final pullout
testing of the smooth crossbar specimen and the RECO strap. Chapter 9 is a conclusion of
the findings, and Chapter 10 contains recommendations related to further testing and/or
projects related to this thesis.
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1 Introduction
The literature review will concentrate on the pullout resistance of reinforcement
in MSE walls. The reinforcement of an MSE wall needs to be designed and evaluated at
every reinforcement level in the wall as the failure criteria can change. The two main
criteria when considering pullout resistance are the pullout resistance of the soil and
reinforcement, and the failure strength of the reinforcement itself. The pullout resistance
is controlled by the type of soil that is used as a backfill as well as the type of
reinforcement used. The strength is controlled by the type of material the reinforcement is
constructed of; i.e. metallic or synthetic materials.
2.2 Pullout Resistance
Pullout resistance is a value that is represented by a force per length of
reinforcement. The ultimate or maximum pullout resistance is calculated using equations
from the AASHTO simplified method (AASHTO 2010). This is shown in Eqn. 1 along
with the definitions of the parameters that lead to this calculation.
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Pullout Resistance = F*∙α∙σv∙C∙Rc

(Eqn. 1)

F* = Pullout Friction Factor
α = Scale Friction Correction Factor
σv = Unfactored Vertical Stress at the reinforcement elevation
C = Geometry Factor based on reinforcement dimensions. A value of 2 is used for
strips and grids
Rc = Reinforcement Coverage Ratio, and is a factor of horizontal spacing and
width of reinforcement

Several of the variables shown in Eqn. 1 have constant values based on which
type of reinforcement system is being used and if the backfill meets AASHTO
requirements (AASHTO 2010). Table 2.1 shows the values for α based on the type of
reinforcement being used. Fig. 2.1 is from the AASHTO Simplified Method (AASHTO
2010), and shows the values for the friction factor based on depth of embedment and
reinforcement.
Table 2.2. Default values for α (AASHTO Table 11.10.6.3.2-1)
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Fig. 2.1. Default values of F* (AASHTO Figure 11.10.6.3.2-1)

Another way of determining the F* term in Eqn. 1 is through experimenting on
specific reinforcement and soil conditions. Then, after the pullout testing is conducted,
the variables F* and α are determined directly from the data. F* can also be derived from
direct shear testing. For the direct shear testing, only F* can be determined along with
soil properties such as the internal soil friction angle. These tests can help to identify if
either of these parameters majorly affects pullout resistance in various soil types.
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An observation during testing of the varying bar geometries, was of the different
failure zones created by the differing types of reinforcement. As shown in Fig. 2.2, the
horizontal test reinforcement creates a bulb shaped failure zone that extends to the front
and back of the reinforcement. The failure zone is critical in the performance of the
crossbar geometries discussed in later chapters because the soil arching helps to increase
the overall pullout resistance for crossbar geometries.

Fig. 2.2. Visual representation of the failure zones for a circular and strip crossbar
reinforcement.
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The calculations shown are very basic and used in predicting pullout resistance.
Any other methods or calculations are not used for this study. Although many other
factors were looked at during the testing process, the research concentrated primarily on
identifying a crimped bar geometry that would provide similar pullout resistances to a
RECO strap at varying overburdens and heights of soil above the test reinforcement. The
information in this chapter will be important to help understand the calculations and
comparisons performed in this study. The information will also be used in Section 2.3 in
the AASHTO Simplified Procedure to design MSE Walls.
2.3 AASHTO Simplified Procedure for Designing MSE Walls
2.3.1 Introduction
The AASHTO Simplified Method is specified for MSE walls in the AASHTO
LRFD Bridge Design Specifications 5th Edition Manual (AASHTO 2010). This
procedure is used to determine the length of embedment, and horizontal spacing of the
reinforcement in the wall that is required.
2.3.2 Minimum Length of Soil Reinforcement
The AASHTO procedure requires a minimum reinforcement length of 70% of the
height of the wall. The reinforcement length is arbitrarily specified based on previous
data taken from an AASHTO data base of walls previously constructed across the
country. The procedure requires that all reinforcement lengths are uniform across the
entirety of the wall. If it is necessary to meet the required overall wall stability, the
lengths of the reinforcements in the lower layers can be extended.
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2.3.3 Internal Stability
The following procedure is used to calculate load conditions on MSE Walls.
Several variables and key soil parameters need to be identified to use this procedure. The
maximum load on a given reinforcement layer is found by calculating the vertical stress
(Eqn. 2) at that point, and then multiplying the stress by an earth coefficient and the
vertical spacing.
σv=γr*Z+q

(Eqn. 2)

The variable σv is the vertical stress at the reinforcement location at depth Z. The
variable γr is the unit weight of the reinforced soil mass and q is a surcharge or external
load applied to the top of the wall. The horizontal stress σH is found by multiplying the
vertical stress by a lateral earth coefficient (Eqn. 3)
σH= γp*(σv*kr)

(Eqn. 3)

The variable σH is the horizontal stress calculated at the same depth as the vertical
stress. The variable γp is a load factor determined from Table 3.4.1-2 in the AASHTO
manual (AASHTO 2010). The variable kr is the lateral stress coefficient determined from
Fig. 2.3. in the AASHTO manual.
The variable ka is calculated by assuming no wall friction (Eqn. 4). It is calculated
instead by using the internal friction angle of the soil.
ka= tan2(45-φ/2)

(Eqn. 4)
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The horizontal stress σH can then be used to find the factored applied load Tmax
(Eqn. 5)to a unit width of wall.. The variable Sv in Eqn. 5 is the vertical spacing of the
reinforcement in the MSE wall. An average vertical spacing of 2.5 ft is commonly used.
Tmax= σH *Sv

(Eqn. 5)

Fig. 2.3. Variation of the coefficient of lateral stress ratio kr/ka with depth in a MSE Wall
(AASTHO Fig. 11.10.6.2.1-3)
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The variable Tmax in Eqn. 5 is then checked against an allowable applied load
Tallow in Eqn. 6.
Tallow = Areac*Yield Strength/b

(Eqn. 6)

Areac = Cross sectional area of reinforcement after corrosion losses
Yield Strength = Yield strength of the reinforcement material
b = width of the reinforcement

Eqn. 6 can also be used to calculate the required horizontal spacing, SH. If a
horizontal spacing is required that is too small, then the length of embedment can be
lengthened to achieve pullout resistance required.
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CHAPTER 3
PULLOUT TESTING EQUIPMENT
3.1 Introduction
Various testing procedures were used throughout the completion of the research
for this thesis. For the pullout testing of the different types of test reinforcements, a
custom pullout box, previously built at Utah State University, was used. For the soil
testing a testing device made by GeoTAC was used for direct shear measurements, and
was used for other soil tests including; relative density, relative and modified proctor and
grain size analysis. These soil tests were performed using the appropriate equipment and
testing methods described by the ASTM specifications.
3.2 Pullout Testing Equipment
The following describes the pullout testing equipment used for the research of this
thesis. The equipment included a custom built pullout box with data acquisition and
various sensors, and test reinforcement construction equipment.
3.2.1 Pullout Box
For this study a custom pullout box was used. It was designed and built by Utah
State University in 2010 for a previous research project (Suncar, Oscar 2010). It was
constructed out of 60 ksi ½ in. steel plating welded together and reinforced at the front
for attaching a screw jack motor assembly as shown in Fig. 3.1.
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Fig. 3.1. Custom pullout box shown with front bracing, left of the picture. Also shown is
the bulkhead that was installed for tensile testing performed on bars discussed in later
chapters.

The pullout box has the interior dimensions of; 18 in. wide, 87 in. long and 12 in.
tall. The front and back ends of the box had holes cut into them to allow for the
individual test reinforcement to pass through. Also, small stop blocks were welded into
the box and used to support a removable bulkhead. The bulkhead was then used to pull
the individual test reinforcements to the tensile failure strength of the steel using the
pullout box configuration shown in Fig. 3.1.
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The box also has twelve steel channels, six on the bottom permanently attached
and six removable channels that were placed on the top. The channels had lengths of
steel all-thread inserted into them that allowed for a nut and washer to be placed and the
whole assembly tightened down. The channels were installed to keep the interior of the
box from deforming during testing. The soil was placed inside the box (discussed in
Section 3.3.1) and on top of the soil, an air bladder was placed and followed by two 0.25
in steel plates. The completed setup, ready to begin testing, is shown in Fig. 3.2.

Fig. 3.2. Custom pullout box with all twelve steel channels, and two steel plates in place
and secured for testing.
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The air bladder, shown in Fig. 3.3., was custom made of rubber to the interior
dimensions of the box and includes an air valve that attaches to an air supply. The
bladder is installed on top of the soil and is used to model differing heights of overburden
pressure by applying an equivalent air pressure. The bladder is attached to an air pressure
control board system which allows for constant control of the air pressure during testing.

Fig. 3.3. Rubber air bladder shown in place on top of the soil mass prior to installation of
two steel plates and steel channels.
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Attached at the front of the box, is a screw jack motor assembly shown in Fig. 3.4.
This assembly has several gears to increase the amount of force that it is able to pull with.
The motor has a controller that allows the user to run the screw both towards and away
from the box. The controller also allows the rate of the pull to be adjusted so that a
constant rate can be achieved. The controller also can be adjusted to quickly move the
screw to the initial position of testing when installing the individual test reinforcement.

Fig. 3.4. Screw jack motor assembly attached to the front of the pullout box. Also shown
is a linear distance measuring sensor.
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On the box side of the screw, a clevis shear connection is used so that one of two
heads can be used to attach individual test reinforcement to the screw. The first of the
two heads was a thick walled tube that was threaded on both ends. One end threads onto
one of two load cells that can attach to the screw jack motor assembly using a pin, and
the other was threaded for the round bars of the reinforcements that were built as shown
in Fig. 3.5. The other head is a thick walled tube that has a slot cut into one end for the
RECO strap to fit into. The strap is held into the tube by use of a thick pin, and the head
is attached the same way to the screw jack.
The load cell that fits into the assembly was either a 5,000 lb load cell, a 10 ton
load cell (20,000 lbs) or a 10,000 lb load cell. The 5,000 lb load cell was used for the
straight bar testing and for some of the crimped bar testing. However, pullout forces
soon became much larger and larger load cells needed to be used. The 10,000 lb load cell
was used for a majority of the crimped bar testing. When certain size crimps or the
crossbars were used, the force of the pullout resistance would become so great that the 10
ton load cell needed to be used. The disadvantage to the 10 ton load cell was that the
resolution of the measurements was not as precise as the 10,000 lb load cell, but the
resolution was still very small compared to the loads that were being measured. The 10
ton load cell is shown attached to a reinforcement and clevis in Fig. 3.5.
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Fig. 3.5. The 10 ton load cell can be seen attached to a steel reinforcement and steel head.
This head is attached to the screw jack motor with a clevis and pin type connection.

Another piece of essential equipment that was custom built was a compaction tool
used to achieve compaction in the soil shown in Fig. 3.6. This was a modified electric
jack hammer attached to a 300 lb base made of several steel plates. The compactor base
had four tubes attached to the sides, two on each side such that a rod can be put through
to control the level of compaction. The rod served as a stop so that no matter the amount
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of energy put into the system by the compactor, the same volume and therefore the
amount of compaction of a soil could be achieved for each test.

Fig. 3.6. Custom made compaction tool in place on soil mass in pullout box.
3.2.2 Data Acquisition and Sensors
In section 3.2.1 the sensor that was used in every pullout test was a load cell
attached to the screw jack assembly. The load cell was used to directly record the force
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required to pull the test reinforcement 0.75 in. as required by the AASHTO specification
(AASHTO 2010) for pullout resistance.
Along with the load cell used to measure force, one or two LVDT (Linear
Variable Differential Transducer) were used (Fig. 3.4.) to measure distance. For the
crimp geometries, two LVDT sensors were used, one at the screw jack assembly side of
the box and another at the back of the box where the end of the test reinforcement was
protruding. At the front of the box, the LVDT was attached to a stationary steel rod and
measured the distance the screw was moving forward or backwards. At the back of the
box it was fastened to a straight section of the test reinforcement and measured the
distance the test reinforcement moved into the box from the back of the box. For the test
reinforcements that did not extend out the back of the pullout box, only one LVDT was
used at the screw jack assembly to measure distance at the front of the box because the
amount of extension was minimal.
All of the instrumentation was controlled by a GeoTAC software program and
hardware. The instrumentation, load cell and LVDTs, were plugged into an ADIO
(Analog/Digital Input/Output) module. The ADIO module provides power to the
instrumentation and also reads the input data. The network module communicates with
the ADIO module to convert the data into a digital signal that the computer program
created by GeoTAC software can read and store. The software allows for real time
monitoring of the data for better control of individual testing parameters.
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All of the data from the GeoTAC software is stored into a text file that can be
imported into Microsoft Excel for further analysis. All data and analysis was done on
computers with a Windows Operating system. The computer and various sensors are
shown attached to the pullout box in Fig. 3.7.

Fig. 3.7. Pullout box shown with sensors attached and data acquisition tools
in place.
3.3 Testing Procedure
3.3.1 Pullout Testing
The first consideration for testing was what soil type and what level of
compaction was to be tested. A majority of the testing was performed using the same
Washed Mortar Sand that will be described in detail in Chapter 4.
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Once the soil to be tested had been chosen, the pullout box interior dimensions
were carefully measured using a micrometer and tape measure. The compaction tool was
also installed in the box at the proper lift heights so that accurate volumes could be
calculated. The measurements and volumes are shown in Table 3.1. Using the volumes of
the two lift heights and the unit weight of the soil for the compaction selected, lift
weights were calculated.
Prior to the first lift of soil being placed into the pullout box, the box was first
emptied completely of any previous soils and cleaned. Rubber sheets were placed at the
front and back of the box with slits that allowed the free movement of the test
reinforcement without any soil loss. It was important to have no soil loss to maintain a
constant compaction throughout testing. In later testing a friction reducing fabric was also
installed in the box as shown in Fig. 3.8. The fabric was installed to help reduce and/or
eliminate and friction between the steel and soil.

Table 3.1. Pullout box interior measurements and lift volume calculations.
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Fig. 3.8. Friction reducing fabric installed permanently into the box (left), and then
draped over the other fabric (right).

Once the box was clean and the friction reducing fabric installed, the first lift of
soil could be weighed and put in the box as shown in Fig. 3.9. This was done by hand
using a shovel, scale, and 5 gallon bucket. After the first lift had been fully weighed and
put in the box, the soil was then compacted using the compaction tool described in
Section 3.2.1. The adjustable bars on the compactor were set to the lowest level and the
compactor was set at the end of the box. A large A-frame and hoist were required to lift
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and move the compactor during this process. The compactor was powered on and ran
until the horizontal bars contacted the top of the pullout box sides. Contact indicated that
the proper volume of the lift had been achieved. The compactor was then lifted and
moved down the box and the previous steps repeated until full compaction had been
achieved. At this point, the test reinforcement was placed through the rubber ends and
centered in the box side to side as shown in Fig. 3.10. The end of the test reinforcement
was attached to the load cell assembly and positioned at the correct initial length of
embedment.

Fig. 3.9. First lift of Washed Mortar Sand being placed into the pullout box prior to the
first round of compaction.
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Fig. 3.10. Reinforcement placed in the box and properly centered side to side. Horizontal
steel bars in temporarily installed to resist deformation of box during compaction.

After the test reinforcement was properly installed in the box on the first lift of
soil, the second lift was measured out and compacted in the same manner as the first.
Once the second lift of soil was compacted properly, the rubber air bladder was installed
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carefully on top as shown in Fig. 3.3. On top of the rubber air bladder two ¼ in. steel
plates were installed to contain the air bladder once pressurized. Care was taken when
installing the plates as the weight could cause the soil underneath to shift and lose
compaction. After the plates were installed the six large U shaped steel channels were
placed onto the threaded rods and tightened down with washers and nuts. This allowed
the full pressure of the air bladder to be transferred to the soil as well as providing safety
due to the high air pressures used. The channels are shown installed in Fig. 3.2.
The air bladder was connected with a safety and control air valve to a set of
control panels. The air and safety valve are shown in Fig. 3.11, and the control panels are
shown in Fig. 3.12. The panel boards were used to regulate and maintain a constant air
pressure to the rubber bladder throughout testing via a digital readout.
The air bladder was pressurized to the first overburden pressure which is quite
small and the system was allowed to come to equilibrium. While the system pressurized
for the first time the LVDT was attached to the screw jack and for some tests the end of
the test reinforcements. Once all sensors were connected and installed, a zero
measurement was taken for 3 min. to help determine a base measurement of the
instrumentation. Once the first air pressure was reached and remained stable then testing
began.
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Fig. 3.11. Air safety and control valve for connecting air bladder to control panels.

Fig. 3.12. Control panels used to regulate the air pressure during testing in the air
bladder.
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For all of the pullout testing, several different heights of overburden were chosen
and simulated by the pressure in the air bladder. The heights selected and simulated were;
2.5, 5, 10, 20 and 40 ft of overburden. These heights were simulated fill that would
theoretically be placed directly onto the soil already in the pullout box. The simulated fill
was assumed to have a unit weight of 125 lbs/ft3. The 40 ft of overburden air pressure
was slightly less (39.55 ft) than was calculated because the air pressure was approaching
the pressure limit the rubber air bladder could safely handle. However, since the
difference was so small it will still be referred to as 40 ft of overburden for this study.
The first air pressure tested simulated 2.5 ft of overburden and was calculated at
1.88 psi. The static measurements were allowed to go for 3 min. before the load cell was
connected to the screw jack motor. Next, a small load was applied with the screw jack
and the LVDT was zeroed. The small load was negligible enough to not affect
measurements, but was necessary to help the testing system remain tight and no errors to
occur due to unwanted movement. Pullout testing then was started, and the test
reinforcement was pulled at 1 mm per minute. The rate of pull was held constant across
all tests, soils and compactions to provide consistent comparisons. The reinforcement was
pulled until the tail of the reinforcement had moved ¾ in. This movement was measured
at the far end of the pullout box furthest from the screw jack motor for test
reinforcements whose length extended past the back of the box. And the movement was
measured at the front of the box for rigid reinforcement.
Once the test reinforcement had moved the required ¾ in., the screw jack was
backed off until just a small load remained. The air pressure was then increased to the
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next overburden height and allowed to stabilize. The force could climb during this time
and was backed off again until just a small amount remained. The LVDT measurement
was zeroed and once the pressure had stabilized the next test would begin.
The testing of the test reinforcement continued until all heights of overburden had
been tested. The test pressures were; 1.88, 4.05, 8.39, 17.07 and 34.04 psi for 2.5, 5, 10,
20, 40 ft of overburden respectively. After the final pressure had been tested, the screw
jack was reversed to remove the force completely from the test reinforcement. The pin
was taken from the clevis joint and 3 min. of readings were taken to provide an after test
benchmark. This was compared to the initial benchmark done before testing, and if it was
significantly different corrections were made. However, for almost all of the tests the
before and after measurements were within tolerances and no corrections needed to be
made.
At completion of testing, the air supply was removed and pressure was released
from the air bladder. Then the steel channels, plates, rubber air bladder, and soil was
removed by hand from the pullout box. The fabric was removed and cleaned along with
the interior of the pull out box. Once all traces of the previous soil have been removed,
the process of refilling and compacting soil in the pullout box began again. This was the
general procedure that was followed for all pullout testing conducted in this study.
3.3.2 Bar Construction
All of the metal test reinforcements constructed by the author were built at Utah
State University using various custom built tools. After test reinforcement was
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constructed the ends of the reinforcement were threaded using a metal die as shown in
Fig. 3.13. Also, Fig. 3.14 is the before and after image of smooth round bar stock with
threading and shows the average length of threading that was done for each
reinforcement. For the rebar reinforcement, it was required to grind the excess ribbing off
prior to threading.

Fig. 3.13. Rebar reinforcement being threaded for attachment to the load cell sensor.
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Fig. 3.14. Before and after image of threading on smooth round bar reinforcement.
The specific construction of each reinforcement geometry will be discussed in the
following sections because each type of test reinforcement was constructed in a different
manner.
3.3.2.1 Crimped Bars
The first sets of crimped bars were cold formed and came provided from Hilfiker
Retaining Walls. These were based on previous research and were tested to see if the
dimensions and crimp types were viable. The bars were made from smooth 5/8 in.
diameter steel. The geometry of the bars varied in both crimp height and frequency for
which the crimps occurred as shown in Fig. 3.15.
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Fig. 3.15. Hilfiker Retaining Walls crimped bar dimension and comparison.
The next sets of crimped bars created had a semicircular geometry. These were
fabricated at Utah State University by the author using a custom built “crimping” tool
(Fig. 3.16) designed and built by Dr. James Bay and Ken Jewkes. The tool had five
rollers in total. Three rollers were allowed to move and could be locked into place to
cause different heights and spacing of crimps to occur and two rollers were locked into
place and used to hold the unbent section of bar straight. The rollers were attached to a
large thick steel back plate that was mounted vertically to a stand. The base of the stand
had a hydraulic jack with a roller attached to the top of it. The jack was used to cause the
actually crimp to occur in the round bar. Fig. 3.17 shows a rebar in position and ready to
receive the next crimped section of the bar.
The crimping tool was also used to create the spaced semicircular geometry that
was used for the next series of test reinforcements. This was achieved by adjusting the
rollers to allow a straight section of rebar to remain between crimps rather than a
continuous semicircular pattern.
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Fig. 3.16. Custom built crimping tool used to create several of the crimped bar
geometries. The hydraulic jack is used to create the crimped sections.
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Fig. 3.17. Rebar in place and ready to receive the next crimped section by moving the
central roller upwards with the hydraulic jack.

The next crimped geometry that was created was the angular crimps. This
geometry was created using a table top pipe bender as shown in Fig. 3.18. The various
stop points in the face of the bender allowed for precise control of angles and distances
between bend points. The handle of the pipe bender that was used to bend the bar was
allowed to move until a stop was hit. The stop was set so that the angle of the bend was
correct. Once the first bend was created the entire bar was rotated and advanced forward
and the next bend was produced. This was repeated until the full crimped length had been
produced.
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Fig. 3.18 Table top pipe bending tool used to create the angular crimp geometries.
3.3.2.2 Crossbars
The crossbars were custom built at Utah State University by the author.
Dimensions of the crossbars and spacing were decided upon based on previous research
data and that was used as a starting point. The crossbars were cut to length using a
mechanical hacksaw. The crossbars and longitudinal bar were then cleaned and marked
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for welding. A special jig was made to hold the crossbars level with one another, and also
perpendicular to the centerline of the longitudinal bar as shown in Fig. 3.19. The
crossbars were then welded into place using a wire fed MIG welder and checked for
durability. The crossbar test reinforcements were built out of both rebar and later smooth
round bar.

Fig. 3.19 Jig created to hold the crossbars in place during welding of crossbar
reinforcement with MIG welder.
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3.4 Data Analysis
The data from the pullout testing was recorded by the computer in the laboratory
and later transferred to a personal computer and imported into Excel. The columns of
instrument data included a time stamp. The time stamp was converted into a time
differential from the start of testing and was the basis for measuring and calculating the
actual pullout rate during the testing.
The other columns of test data displayed voltages of the different instrumentation
and needed to be converted back into force and displacement measurements. This was
done using the calibration and excitation factors input into the spreadsheet file from
calibration testing. These factors were specific to the various sensors and needed to be
input manually when sensors were changed. Combined with the actual reading from the
sensor, the factors were used to calculate the actual forces and displacements. Example
data is shown in Table 3.2. For some tests, a front and tail displacement needed to be
calculated as well as a change in displacement. Once the data was converted back into
force and displacement, other calculations were relatively simple to program into Excel
and will be discussed in the following Chapters of this thesis for each specific test
reinforcement.
The data once analyzed was then used to generate plots and various other design
values for reports that were delivered to Hilfiker Retaining Walls. The data and plots also
provided further analysis for other design considerations by Dr. James Bay and the
author.
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Table 3.2 Example “raw” data showing different columns and information gained from
the individual sensors used in pullout testing.
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CHAPTER 4 SOIL PROPERTIES
This section describes the individual soil tests performed and the results of each
type of soil that was used in the pullout testing of the individual test reinforcements.
4.1 Introduction
A Washed Mortar Sand was used for testing all the individual test reinforcements.
Also used for later testing was a Pea Gravel, and a soil which was named Utah State
University (USU) Pit Sand. These soils were chosen as each had different soil properties
and therefore behaved differently during the pullout tests. The Washed Mortar Sand was
chosen as the first soil to be tested because of its use in previous research projects (Pond,
Daniel 2013. Suncar, Oscar 2013). The Washed Mortar Sand was also chosen because it
represented a well-drained uniform soil that is typically used behind a MSE retaining
wall. The other soil types were then selected to show how pullout behavior changed in
various soil types as well as to establish a correlation between different soil properties
and pullout resistance.
4.2 Test Specifications
For each soil type there was a variety of soil tests that were performed to
determine various properties used both in the pullout testing and correlations after. The
first test performed on each was the Relative Density test (ASTM D4253/D4254). The
test was used to determine the “loose” and “dense” state of the soil. The loose state was
achieved by lightly placing the soil into the apparatus so that a maximum void ratio was
achieved. The compacted state was achieved by placing a heavy weight on the top and
vibrating it until it was consolidated. By using these two measurements a maximum and
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minimum void ratio was determined and used for the next set of testing, modified and
standard proctor.
The Modified Proctor (ASTM D1557) and Standard Proctor (ASTM D698) are
used to find the unit weight of compacted material when compared to certain water
content at a given energy of compaction. The Standard Proctor provides less energy of
compaction, and for this thesis, the Modified Proctor values were used for compaction in
the pullout box. The soil was tested dry for the proctor tests. This was done as the unit
weight of granular soils at zero water content is very similar to the unit weight of the
compacted soil at high water contents.
All the soils also had a Grain Size Analysis (ASTM D422) performed. This test
was to show the distribution of soil particle size in the soil and also to calculate values for
the Coefficient of Curvature (Cc) and Coefficient of Uniformity (Cu). A comparison of
the three Grain Size Analysis tests is shown in Fig. 4.1.
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Fig. 4.1 Comparison of the 3 soil grain size analysis performed.
Also performed on all soils was a Direct Shear test (ASTM D3080/D3080M).
This was performed at various confining pressures that correlated to the height of
overburden used in the pullout testing. Each soil was also tested at various percentage of
modified proctor compaction at the various pressures. This was done so that failure angle
properties can be shown at every testing configuration used in the pullout testing.
The last test performed was the Liquid, Plastic and Plasticity Index test (ASTM
D4318), it is also known as the Atterberg Limit test and was performed solely on the
Utah State University (USU) Pit Sand. It was the only soil to contain high percentage of
fines passing the number 200 sieve. The test was to help classify the soil using the
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Unified Soil Classification System. The other soils all were able to be classified without
the use of the Atterberg Limit test.
4.3 Washed Mortar Sand
The Washed Mortar Sand is a poorly graded sand (SP) as designated by the
Unified Soil Classification System. This was shown by performing a grain size analysis
on the sand and using the flow charts. The soil had greater than 50% retained on the
number 200 sieve, less than 50% retained on the number 4 sieve, and less than 12%
passing the number 200 sieve. The Cu value was found to be 4, and the modified proctor
dry density, γdry max, was found to be 117 pounds per cubic feet.
For the Washed Mortar Sand a range of relative compactions was used that went
from 85% to 100% of Modified Proctor in increments of5%. For each relative
compaction a unit weight was calculated and used to calculate a weight per lift for the
pullout box testing. The unit weights are listed in Table 4.1 below.
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Table 4.1 Lift weights for Washed Mortar Sand at various relative compactions.

Also performed was a series of Direct Shear tests. The results of these tests were
analyzed and plotted as shown in the photo in Fig. 4.2. The top chart shows shear stress
versus horizontal deflection at various relative compactions and overburdens. The middle
chart shows the stress ratio versus horizontal deflection, and the bottom shows vertical
deflection versus horizontal deflection of various relative compactions and overburdens.
By plotting the failure and residual shear stresses of the direct shear tests, a conservative
estimate can be made about the internal angle of friction of the soil as shown in the photo
in Fig. 4.3.
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Fig. 4.2 Direct shear test data for the Washed Mortar Sand at various relative
compactions and overburdens.
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Fig. 4.3 Shear stress vs normal stress plotted to determine the internal angle of friction
for the Washed Mortar Sand.

4.4 Pea Gravel
The Pea Gravel is a poorly graded gravel (GP) as designated by the Unified Soil
Classification System. This was shown by performing a grain size analysis on the gravel
and using the flow charts. The soil had greater than 50% retained on the number 200
sieve, greater than 50% retained on the number 4 sieve and less than 12% passing the
number 200 sieve. The Cu value was found to be 2.2, and the modified proctor dry
density, γdry max, was found to be 106 pounds per cubic feet.
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For the Pea Gravel a range of relative compactions was used that went from 90%
to 100% of Modified Proctor in increments of 5%. For each relative compaction a unit
weight was calculated and used to calculate a weight per lift for the pullout box testing.
These are listed in Table 4.2 below.
Table 4.2 Lift weights for Pea Gravel at various relative compactions

Also performed were a series of Direct Shear tests. The results of these tests were
analyzed and plotted as shown in the photo in Fig. 4.4 The top chart shows shear stress
versus horizontal deflection at various relative compactions and overburdens. The middle
chart shows the stress ratio versus horizontal deflection and the bottom shows vertical
deflection versus horizontal deflection of various relative compactions and overburdens.
By plotting the failure and residual shear stresses of the direct shear tests, a conservative
estimate can be made about the internal angle of friction of the soil as shown in the photo
in Fig. 4.5.
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Fig. 4.4 Direct shear test data for the Pea Gravel at various relative compactions and
overburdens.
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Fig. 4.5 Shear stress vs normal stress plotted to determine the internal angle of friction
for the Pea Gravel.
4.5 Utah State University (USU) Pit Sand
The Utah State University (USU) Pit Sand is a silty sand (SM) as designated by
the Unified Soil Classification System. This was determined by performing a grain size
analysis on the sand and using the flow charts. The soil had greater than 50% retained on
the number 200 sieve, less than 50% retained on the number 4 sieve and more than 12%
passing the number 200 sieve. The Atterberg Limits test was performed and a plastic
limit of 19 and a plasticity index of 4 were found. This shows that the soil has a fine
content that is present, but the behavior of the fines is such that it does not need to be
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classified as clayey sand. The Cu value was found to be 13.9, and the modified proctor
dry density, γdry max, was found to be 131 lb/ft3.
For the USU Pit Sand a range of relative compactions was used that went from
85% to 100% of Modified Proctor in increments of 5%. For each relative compaction, a
unit weight was calculated and used to calculate a weight per lift for the pullout box
testing. Lift weights are listed in Table 4.3 below.
Table 4.3 Lift weights for USU Pit Sand at various relative compactions

Also performed was a series of Direct Shear tests. The results of these tests were
analyzed and plotted by as shown in the photo in Fig. 4.6. The top chart shows shear
stress versus horizontal deflection at various relative compactions and overburdens. The
middle chart shows the stress ratio versus horizontal deflection and the bottom shows
vertical deflection versus horizontal deflection of various relative compactions and
overburdens. By plotting the failure and residual shear stresses of the direct shear tests, a
conservative estimate can be made about the internal angle of friction of the soil as
shown in the photo in Fig. 4.7.
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Fig. 4.6 Direct shear test data for the USU Pit Sand at various relative compactions and
overburdens.
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Fig. 4.7 Shear stress vs normal stress plotted to determine the internal angle of friction
for the USU Pit Sand.

The USU Pit Sand was taken from the same site as the test wall was built for
Daniel Pond’s thesis in 2013 (Pond, Daniel 2013). The soil was gathered in five gallon
buckets and then air dried until it had no moisture. It was then processed and ground up
in a ball mill to break up all soil aggregates into a uniform soil mixture. This uniform soil
was then screened for everything greater than ½ inch. Everything that passed the ½ inch
was stored on a tarp and used as the USU Pit Sand. The rest of the material was discarded
as it was large cobbles and small boulders.
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CHAPTER 5
PULLOUT OF CRIMPED SMOOTH BARS
5.1 Introduction
The first pullout testing that was performed was on three crimped smooth bars
that were manufactured and provided by Hilfiker Retaining Walls. These test
reinforcements were manufactured out of smooth steel bar and the crimps were cold
formed. The bars were first tested for pullout resistance and then they were tested for
tensile strength by fixing both ends and pulling until failure.
5.2 Description of Bars
Hilfiker Retaining Walls manufactured three bars of various crimps to test for
pullout resistance as shown in Fig. 3.15. The crimped bars were formed cold from
smooth steel round bar. These were measured peak-to-peak using a digital micrometer
and the sizes were used to identify the bars in later testing.
The first test reinforcement was a 0.65 in. crimped bar. This was the smallest
crimp provided and also had two crimps per in. The next was a 0.72 in. crimped bar and
had 0.75 crimps per in. The last was a 0.90 in. crimped bar, and had 0.75 crimps per in.
These differing crimp heights and amount of crimps per in. were designed to try and give
a range of pullout resistances. After being received from Hilfiker Retaining Wall the test
reinforcements were cut to length and the straight section was threaded to match the
threading of the screw jack assembly for pullout testing.
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5.3 Pullout Testing Results
All three of the smooth crimped bars were tested in the same fashion using the
testing setups described in Chapter 3.3.1. The soil used was the Washed Mortar Sand at
95% of Modified Proctor Density. The straight section at the front of the crimped section
was threaded for use with the screw jack assembly. After it was threaded the test
reinforcement was cut to length for the pullout box. The three test reinforcements were
installed in the box so that the crimps were in the horizontal plane and not in the vertical
plane as shown in Fig. 5.1.
The three test reinforcements were pulled until the front end had moved ¾ of an
in. measured at the front of the box. This value is from the AASHTO specifications
mentioned in Chapter 2. Values of displacement, force and time since the beginning of
the test were recorded using the automated computer software. The values of force per
length that were calculated are shown in Fig. 5.2. As the crimp width increased it was
observed that there was also an increase in the pullout resistance. Also, as the height of
simulated overburden was increased it was observed that there was an increase in pullout
resistance as would be expected.
To compare to the industry standard RECO strap, a RECO strap was also tested in
the same soil and testing configurations as the smooth crimped bars. The values are also
shown in Table 5.1. The crimps performed well but were still out performed by the
RECO strap. This led to re-evaluating the geometries of the crimps, and to decide where
next to proceed. It was decided to build a crimping tool to be able to build a variety of
crimp designs that have been discussed in Chapter 3.3.2.
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After testing was completed, a section of the crimped bars and straight bar were
weighed carefully to obtain a weight per foot of reinforcement. These values are shown
in Table 5.1. As shown by the calculations the weight per foot added by crimping the bar
in the manner that was done is negligible. The weight per foot for all four of the test
reinforcements turned out to be nearly identical.
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Fig. 5.1. The 3 smooth crimped bars installed in the pullout box prior to testing.

Table 5.1 Testing results from Smooth Crimped Bars and RECO Strap. Also shown in the weight comparison between the crimped
and straight smooth bar.
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5.4 Tensile Strength Testing
After the pullout testing was completed, the test reinforcements were cut to a
short length and a threaded all thread section was attached using two plates and welding
them together as shown in Fig. 5.2. This was done so that both ends could be fixed in the
box and a tensile test of the crimps could be performed. The tests were performed to
determine the strength of the test reinforcements with crimps versus a straight bar section.

Fig. 5.2 Smooth Crimped Bars prepared for tensile testing in the pullout box.
5.4.1 Equipment Setup
For the strength testing the box was emptied and a bulk head was installed as
shown in Fig. 5.3. The bulkhead consisted of a steel plate with a threaded hole in the
center, and on the opposite side a long solid steel rod extended through the back of the
box and was secured using washers and nuts. After the bulkhead was installed, behind the
bulkhead in the non-testing area soil was placed. In the testing area one lift of Washed
Mortar Sand was installed and compacted to 95 percent of modified proctor. The section
of test reinforcement was then installed into the two holes and secured to the screw jack
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assembly. The second lift of soil was placed in the box and compacted in the same way as
the first lift. The box was then sealed up in the same fashion as when the pull out testing
is being performed. The three sections of test reinforcement were tested to tensile failure
by slowly pulling on them with the screw jack assembly until failure occurred.

Fig. 5.3 The Bulkhead installed in the pullout box ready to perform tensile testing.
5.4.2 Testing Results
The three bars and a smooth section were pulled to failure as was previously
mentioned, however only the 0.9 in. crimp failed in the crimp. The other three failed in
the threaded section that was welded on. The data from the test shows this as the three
that failed in the threaded section show a very similar behavior. However, the 0.9 in.
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crimp showed lower failure strength when failing in the crimp compared to the failures in
the threaded section. These results are shown in the graph of Fig. 5.5. The break and
angularity of the crimp geometries show that the failure occurred, because during the
crimping process a weak point was created. That caused a concentration of stress in a
very small area and ultimately the failure to occur during testing. The failed bars are
shown in Fig. 5.4.

Fig. 5.4 Three smooth crimped bars after tensile test failure. The top two failed in the
threaded section at the right edge of the photo. The bottom failed at the crimp at
approximately 9.5 in.

Fig. 5.5 Tensile Strength testing of smooth crimped bars. X axis is displacement and Y axis is force. The 0.9 in. crimp shows the
strength with the crimps is reduced compared to a straight section.
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CHAPTER 6
PULLOUT OF CRIMPED REBAR
6.1 Introduction
After the testing of the smooth crimped test reinforcements fabricated by Hilfiker
Retaining Walls, it was decided that the next geometries of test reinforcements to be
tested were crimped bars. These bars would consist of various geometries of crimps with
varying radiuses, crimps per foot and style of crimp. The main styles were semi-circular
and angular. These bars were all tested in the soils presented in Chapter 4.
6.2 Description of Bars
To create the first set of crimp geometries Utah State University created a custom
“crimping” tool that was described in Chapter 3. This tool was custom built to create the
semicircular crimp geometries using five steel rollers of identical radius able to be
positioned in certain positions. The tool is shown in Fig. 6.1 below with a rebar being
bent into the crimp shapes.
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Fig. 6.1 Custom Crimp Tool with a section of semicircular continuous crimps being
produced.

The middle top roller and the two right hand rollers are able to be moved up and
down using a system of bolts and two nuts to lock them into position. The middle roller
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position, along with the second roller from the right, help to dictate the size of the crimps.
When the lower middle roller is pushed up using the two stage hydraulic press the actual
crimp is produced. The far right roller is used to hold the crimps shape as the bar is
advanced. This roller can be moved or even removed to allow for an intermittent crimp
design to be created.
This crimping tool was used to make the semicircular crimp design as mentioned
above. This geometry was used for two types of bars. A continuous crimp design was
used first in varying diameters that will be discussed in Section 6.3.1. After this design
was tested a spaced, or intermittent, crimp design was used. The geometry had a full
cycle of semicircular crimps, followed by a straight section and another full cycle of
semicircular crimps. These crimp geometries are show in Fig. 6.2 and Fig. 6.3
respectively.
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Fig. 6.2 A semicircular continuous crimp reinforcement in place for testing.
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Fig. 6.3 A semicircular spaced crimp reinforcement in place for testing.

Once the two geometries were fully evaluated, it was decided that a new type of
geometry would have to be tested. It was decided that the new geometry would be an
angular crimp with an alternating type pattern. These test reinforcements were created by
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hand using a pipe bending bench with various stops placed so consistent angles were
achieved. The bending bench used is shown in Fig. 6.4. The two stops shown are for
holding the bar straight when it is being bent; on the outer rim inserted into the holes is a
stop just off camera that the handle stops at. These are used in combination to achieve the
correct spacing and angles. The bars created with the angular geometry are all similar and
an example is shown in Fig. 6.5.

Fig. 6.4. Pipe bending tool used to create the angular crimped reinforcement.
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Fig. 6.5. An angular crimped reinforcement in place for testing.
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6.2.1 Pullout Testing
The first set of testing performed was the on the #4 rebar with a straight section.
This was done so that the pullout resistance of the straight section could be subtracted
from the crimped section
Before the test reinforcement was crimped the initial bar length was measured,
and it was measured again after the bar had been crimped. This was done so that the
weight per foot of crimped bar could be calculated. These weights are shown in Table
6.1. The figure also includes the weight per foot of the straight section of the bar as well
as the RECO strap. In all cases the crimped bars weighed more than a straight bar alone
because mass was added with increased length due to crimp fabrication.
Table 6.1 Showing the weight per foot of the various crimped rebars versus a straight
section and RECO strap.
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After the straight section was tested, the crimped geometries of both the
semicircular and angular crimps were also tested. They were tested in the washed mortar
sand at 95% compaction as described in Chapter 3. They were tested with an LVDT at
each end of the bar so that movement at both ends could be monitored. This was done
because it was expected that the crimps would extend during testing, but the amount was
unknown. The test reinforcements were pulled until the tail edge, the far end of the box
from the screw jack, moved 0.75 in.
6.2.2 Testing Results
After the testing was completed, the data was taken and analyzed using an Excel
spreadsheet. For the data analysis the straight section of the bars was subtracted from the
pullout resistance by using the data from the straight pullout testing, and creating a set of
equations for pullout resistance versus depth of embedment. After this was subtracted out
from the data, it was interpolated so that the exact measurements at 0.75 in. of tail
movement were known. The data was input into the spreadsheet and plotted so that a
comparison could be made. The comparison is shown in Fig. 6.6, and the data table that
produced the plot is shown in Table 6.2.

RECO Strap Average
1 3/4" Crimp
2" Crimp
2 5/16" Crimp
2 13/16" Crimp
2 3/4" Crimp Spaced
2" Crimp Spaced
2" Crimp 30 Deg. 12" int.
2 5/8" Crimp 30 Deg. 12" int.
2" Crimp 60 Deg. 12" int.
2" Crimp 30 Deg. 6" int.
2 3/4" Crimp 30 Deg. 6" int.
1 5/8" Crimp 30 Deg. 4" int.
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Fig. 6.6 Plot of pullout resistance versus overburden for crimped rebar and RECO strap
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Table 6.2 Data Table of the pullout resistances from testing at various overburdens for crimped bars and RECO strap.
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As was expected, the bigger the crimp the higher the pullout resistance that was
observed. Also, as the height of overburden increased, the pullout resistance increased.
Both of these were expected results from the testing. It was interesting to note that very
few of the crimped bars surpassed the RECO strap in terms of pullout resistance. The
most important pullout resistance that was looked at was the lower height of overburdens.
The shallow overburden heights are controlled by pullout resistance, and the deeper
overburden heights are controlled more by the strength of the steel.
After testing it was noticed that the crimps extended due to straightening a lot
more than initially thought. Also it was observed that the amount the crimps straightened
was not uniform across the entirety of the bar as shown in Fig. 6.7. The straightening of
the crimps was greater towards the screw jack end of the box, and the furthest crimp
almost showed no signs of straightening.
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Fig. 6.7 Showing before and after testing of the largest semicircular crimp. This is
showing how much the crimps straightened during testing.

Measurements were taken of the crimps after testing and the data was plotted in
Excel and is shown in Table 6.3. As can be seen, the largest crimp size extended over 3
in. at the highest overburden.
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Table 6.3 Sum of Elongation per length of crimp for various crimped rebar.

These testing results combined with the results of the elongation measurements
showed that although adequate pullout resistance was being produced by the various
crimp geometries, the extensibility of the crimps was way beyond what would be
considered acceptable. A small amount of movement is required to achieve full pullout
resistance, but the amounts that were recorded would have caused massive wall
movement and possible failure.
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CHAPTER 7
PULLOUT OF REBAR CROSSBARS
7.1 Introduction
After the crimp geometry was deemed infeasible based on all the data shown in
Chapter 6, the next geometry of test reinforcements that was decided upon was crossbars.
This was chosen based on previous research that was done at Utah State University. The
crossbars would provide adequate pullout resistance, but would sacrifice extensibility.
7.2 Description of Bars
The crossbars would be made by cutting off a short section on rebar and this was
welded perpendicular to a long piece of longitudinal rebar. A jig was made to keep the
crossbars level and perpendicular to the longitudinal bar. This is shown in Chapter 3.3.2.
The welds were made by the author using a MIG wire fed welder. The welds were made
initially on opposing sides of the crossbar, but after the first test it was decided that the
bar needed to be welded all around it and is shown in Fig. 7.1. The geometries of the
crossbars varied in the spacing of the horizontal bars and the width of the crossbars
themselves.
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Fig. 7.1 Detail of the welding on the rebar crossbar.
7.2.1 Pullout Testing
The bars were prepared for testing the same way as the previous bars. It was
tested using a single LVDT at the screw jack side to measure distance. The bars were all
tested in the Washed Mortar Sand with 95% compaction.
During the testing of the first couple bars there were two instances where failure
occurred during testing. The first was during the testing of the 3.5 in. crossbar and with 7
ft of crossbars at 1 ft of spacing. The length of the test reinforcement managed to exceed
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the strength of the steel at a weld, and the rebar failed as shown in Fig. 7.2. It was
determined after the test failure that the length of the test reinforcement needed to be
shortened to prevent further failure. The other test failure happened during the testing of
the 4 in. crossbar spacing and during this test the welds failed. The failure is shown in
Fig. 7.3 and this was located near the far end of the test reinforcement away from the
screw jack. This failure showed that the welds needed to be made all around the crossbars
to prevent concentration of shear at the weld points. Also calculated was weight per foot
that was used to compare the crossbars to the RECO strap. This is shown in Table 7.1,
and it is interesting to note that the weight per foot did not change radically as the width
of the crossbars was increased.
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Fig. 7.2 Failure of the 3.5 in crossbar and seven, 1 ft spaced crossbars.
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Fig. 7.3 Failure of the weld during a 4 in. crossbar test.
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Table 7.1 Weight per foot of the various crossbars versus the RECO strap.

7.2.2 Results
After testing the data was taken and analyzed in Excel. The data was plotted into a
graph and tabulated for ease of presentation. The crossbars showed significant higher
pullout resistance than most of the other crimped geometries previously discussed. It was
also shown that the crossbars, excluding one test, performed better than the average
RECO strap pullout resistance. These are shown in Fig. 7.4 and Table 7.2 respectively.
Based on the pullout resistance shown and the calculated weight per foot of the
bars, it was determined that the final geometry to be used was a 2.5 in. crossbar with a
center to center spacing of 12 in.
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Fig. 7.4 Pullout resistance results of the various crossbars versus RECO strap at various
overburdens

Table 7.2 Data table for the various crossbars showing pullout resistance at various overburdens.
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CHAPTER 8
PULLOUT OF SMOOTH CROSSBARS AND RECO STRAP
8.1 Introduction
After it was decided that the 2.5 in. crossbar was the geometry to be used with the
test reinforcements, it was also decided to switch from #4 rebar to smooth steel bar. It
was further decided that to prove the effectiveness of the crossbar design, a direct
comparison to the RECO strap would be made in the same types of soils. The different
types of soils are described in Chapter 4.
8.2 Description of Bars and RECO Strap
The crossbars used in the test were fabricated from a smooth steel bar with
horizontal crossbars of the same material. The crossbars had a width of 2.5 in. and were
spaced along the longitudinal bar at a center to center spacing of 12 in. The end of the bar
was threaded for the pullout testing.
The RECO strap is a hot dipped galvanized metallic strip 50 mm (1.97 in.) wide
by 4 mm (0.157 in.) thick. It has small deformations placed along both sides that extend
the full width of the bar. It also has a hole on both ends (Fig. 8.2) that allow it to be
connected to the wall facing using a pin and clevis type system.
8.2.1 Pullout Testing
The crossbar and RECO strap were tested in the same pullout box as the other test
reinforcements before. After the first test in the Washed Mortar Sand it was determined
that a fabric friction reducer should be installed. The friction reducer was installed so that
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little to no friction occurred between the soil and the steel in the box. This friction
reducer consisted of two pieces of fabric installed in the box. A piece of very slick vinyl
was first installed against the steel box and cut to fit. Then a black piece of silk-like fabric
was installed on top of the vinyl. The combination of the two fabrics created a low
friction zone between the two fabrics. This is shown in Fig. 8.1.

Fig. 8.1 Friction reducing fabric installed in the pullout box before testing.
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The next step was testing both the crossbar and the RECO strap in the different
soils and at varying compactions. The first tests to be performed were in the Washed
Mortar Sand as shown in Fig. 8.2 and Fig. 8.3.
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Fig. 8.2 RECO Strap in Washed Mortar Sand before pullout testing.
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Fig. 8.3 2.5 in. smooth crossbar in Washed Mortar Sand after pullout testing.

The Washed Mortar Sand was tested at three different compaction levels, and
each of these compaction levels were tested at five different overburden heights. The
compactions ranged from 85 to 95% of compaction in intervals of 5%.
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The next soil tested was the Pea Gravel. This was a uniform Pea Gravel that was
dried completely prior to being tested. It was tested at three different levels of
compaction, and five different heights of overburden. The compactions ranged from 90 to
100 % of relative compaction in intervals of 5 %. This is shown in Fig. 8.4 and Fig. 8.5.

Fig. 8.4 RECO Strap in Pea Gravel before pullout testing.
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Fig. 8.5 The 2.5 in. smooth crossbar in Pea Gravel before pullout testing.

The final soil to be tested was the USU Pit Sand. The soil was dried completely
before testing and was tested at three different levels of compaction and five different
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heights of overburden. The compactions ranged from 85 to 95 % of compaction in
intervals of 5 %. This is shown in Fig 8.6 and Fig 8.7.

Fig. 8.6 RECO Strap in USU Pit Sand before pullout testing.
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Fig. 8.7 The 2.5 in. smooth crossbar in USU Pit Sand before pullout testing.

8.2.2 Results
The results of the testing were very promising because the data showed that the
crossbar had consistently higher pullout resistances than the RECO strap at the lower
overburdens. As the height of the overburden increased, the pullout resistance of the
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RECO strap began to approach the pullout resistance of the crossbars. The highest pullout
resistance recorded at the low overburdens was in the Pea Gravel. This is due to the
interlocking forces of the particles themselves. However, as the overburden increased the
pullout resistance was not as high as was achieved in the other soils. All the data was
calculated and is presented Table 8.1.
Table 8.1 Full data table of the differing soils, reinforcement types and overburden
heights.
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Table 8.1 Cont. Full data table of the differing soils, reinforcement types and
overburden heights.
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CHAPTER 9
CONCLUSIONS
The testing performed for this thesis was very rewarding, a variety of challenges
were overcome and interesting results were found. The initial testing of the crimped
smooth bars provided by Hilfiker Retaining Walls provided a proof-of-concept that the
crimped/deformed geometry did provide more resistance than a straight bar alone. The
smooth crimped bars that were tested, however, were not close to the results obtained by
testing the RECO strap in the same manner.
After it was found that a new geometry needed to be looked at, it was decided to
look at semicircular crimps. These crimps in testing provided more than adequate pullout
resistance, but were more extensible than was allowable. For the largest crimp tested, at
the highest overburden of 40 ft. there was more than 3 in. of movement at the front of the
pullout box for a 0.75 in. movement at the back. The semicircular crimps showed that the
crimp geometry could generate the required pullout resistance and so the next design
tested was an angular crimp. The angular crimps again generated the required pullout
resistance, but the angular crimps presented the same issues of being more extensible
than allowed.
The final design of the crossbars presented the best results for testing when
compared to the RECO strap. The test reinforcements generated more pullout resistance
than the RECO strap at almost every configuration, regardless of crossbar width and
spacing. The crossbar of 2.5 in. wide and a spacing of 12 in. was chosen based on the
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weight per foot and the pullout resistance being very near the RECO strap at all
overburdens.
The crossbar geometry allowed the soil to arch between the crossbars and instead
of one big soil block moving, as is the case of the RECO strap, basically several soil
blocks were interacting to create higher pullout resistance. The crossbar geometry also
uses minimal amount of extra steel compared to a straight section of steel rod to generate
the pullout resistance required. It was also observed that if the crossbars were on top or
bottom of the longitudinal bar, the difference in pullout resistance was minimal. The
higher pullout resistance was with the test reinforcement installed with crossbars on the
bottom as was intended, with approximately 100 lb less of pullout resistance occurring
with the crossbars on the top.
The 2.5 in. crossbar with a12 in. spacing is an effective reinforcement for MSE
walls, and performs similarly to the RECO strap at almost all overburdens and in all soil
types and compactions.
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CHAPTER 10
RECOMMENDATIONS
Based on the testing and communication with Hilfiker Retaining Walls, the next
stage of testing should be a prototype crossbar with crimps at the front of the bar near the
wall face. This is the next logical progression of testing as the crossbars have little to no
extensibility by just using the crossbars alone. A small amount of extensibility is required
to develop the active state in the soil block behind the wall, but excessive amounts could
cause face deformation or even failure. Additional testing would need to be performed to
decide how many crimps, what size and what location needed to be added to the crossbar
geometry to optimize the strengths of both systems.
The author also feels the types of soil for testing should be examined. The soils
that were tested for this study were all essentially engineered soils. They were controlled
so that differing soil properties could be used to identify what factors produce the biggest
changes in soil pullout resistance. This was essential for the initial testing phase but now
the need arises to test in soils that are closer to what will be used by contractors in the
construction. Also, it might be beneficial to observe the effect of water on pullout
resistance which could be essential, especially when soils contain large amounts of fine
material.
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APPENDIX A – Misc. Testing Photos
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Fig. A.1. Author compacting first lift of Washed Mortar Sand in the pullout testing box.
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Fig. A.2. Bulkhead installed but before back filling with Washed Mortar Sand. Installed
for tensile strength testing to be performed.
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Fig. A.3. Bulkhead installed and compacted with Washed Mortar Sand. Area without soil
is where tensile strength testing occurred.
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Fig. A.4. Straight smooth steel bar was installed and centered for pullout testing.
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APPENDIX B – Force vs. Displacement Calculations

Table B.1. The 2 3/4 in. spaced crimp pullout data.
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Table B.2. The 2 in. crimp pullout data.
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Table B.3. The 2 in. spaced crimp pullout data.
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Table B.4. The 2 in. 30 deg. bend 1 ft interval crimp pullout data.
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Table B.5. The 2 5/8 in. 30 deg. bend 1 ft interval crimp pullout data.
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Table B.6. The 2 in. 60 deg. bend 1 ft interval crimp pullout data.
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Table B.7. The 2 in. 30 deg. 0.5 ft interval crimp pullout data.
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Table B.8. The 2 3/4 in. 30 deg. bend 0.5 ft interval crimp pullout data.
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Table B.9. The 1 5/8 in. 30 deg. bend 0.33 ft interval crimp pullout data.
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Table B.10. The 3.5 in. crossbar with 7 ft of crimp length pullout data.
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Table B.11. The 3.5 in. crossbar with 6 ft of crimp length pullout data.
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Table B.12. The 2.5 in. crossbar pullout data.
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Table B.13. The 4 in. crossbar pullout data.
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Table B.14. The 5.5 in. crossbar pullout data.
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Table B.15. The 2.5 in. crossbar with crossbars on top pullout data.
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Table B.16. The 2.5 in. crossbar, Washed Mortar Sand 90% pullout data.
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Table B.17. The 2.5 in. crossbar, Washed Mortar Sand 95% pullout data.
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Table B.18. The 2.5 in. crossbar, Washed Mortar Sand 100% pullout data.
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Table B.19. The 2.5 in. crossbar, Pea Gravel 90% pullout data.
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Table B.20. The 2.5 in. crossbar, Pea Gravel 95% pullout data.
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Table B.21. The 2.5 in. crossbar, Pea Gravel 100% pullout data.
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Table B.22. The 2.5 in. crossbar, USU Pit Sand 90% pullout data.
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Table B.23. The 2.5 in. crossbar, USU Pit Sand 95% pullout data.
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Table B.24. The 2.5 in. crossbar, USU Pit Sand 100% pullout data.
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Table B.25. The 2.5 in. crossbar, Pea Gravel 90% correlation pullout data.
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Table B.26. The 2.5 in. crossbar, Pea Gravel 95% correlation pullout data.
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Table B.27. The 2.5 in. crossbar, Pea Gravel 100% correlation pullout data.
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Table B.28. The RECO strap, Pea Gravel 90% correlation pullout data.
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Table B.29. The RECO strap, Pea Gravel 95% correlation pullout data.
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Table B.30. The RECO strap, Pea Gravel 100% correlation pullout data.
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Table B.31. The 2.5 in. crossbar, USU Pit Sand 85% correlation pullout data.
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Table B.32. The 2.5 in. crossbar, USU Pit Sand 90% correlation pullout data.
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Table B.33. The 2.5 in. crossbar, USU Pit Sand 95% correlation pullout data.
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Table B.34. The RECO strap, USU Pit Sand 85% correlation pullout data.
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Table B.35. The RECO strap, USU Pit Sand 90% correlation pullout data.
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Table B.36. The RECO strap, USU Pit Sand 95% correlation pullout data.
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Table B.37. The 2.5 in. crossbar, Washed Mortar Sand 85% correlation pullout data.
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Table B.38. The 2.5 in. crossbar, Washed Mortar Sand 90% correlation pullout data.
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Table B.39. The 2.5 in. crossbar, Washed Mortar Sand 95% correlation pullout data.
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Table B.40. The RECO strap, Washed Mortar Sand 85% correlation pullout data.
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Table B.41. The RECO strap, Washed Mortar Sand 90% correlation pullout data.
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Table B.42. The RECO strap, Washed Mortar Sand 95% correlation pullout data.
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APPENDIX C – Pullout Resistance vs. Overburden

Fig. C.1. Pullout resistance vs. overburden height for various crimped geometries in Washed Mortar Sand. Created from Table B.1.
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Table C.1. Pullout resistance for various crimped geometries and overburden heights in
Washed Mortar Sand.
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Table C.1. Cont. Pullout resistance for various crimped geometries and overburden
heights in Washed Mortar Sand.

Fig. C.2. Pullout resistance vs. overburden for various crossbar geometries and overburden heights. Also shown in soils at differing
relative compactions.
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Table C.2. Pullout resistance for various crossbar geometries and overburden heights in
three soils at varying relative compactions.

